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Abstract

The application of mixed effects linear models con-
tinues to grow and the available software is advanc-
ing with the methodology. When covariate measure-
ments are made at randomly sampled units: random
coefficient models are quite natural for describing the
relationship between the response and the predictors.
In this very general paper, fitting a multisource re-
gression model in SAS is reviewed. The options avail-
able in PROC MIXED are presented, illustrated. and
discussed through a coastal fisheries application.

1. Introduction

Mixed linear models are now extensively used in
many subject areas. Their application is now quite
common in repeated measures models: longitudinal
data analysis and statistical genetics. The flexibility
they permit will result in more frequent application
in other contexts in the future.

The mixed effects linear model is given by

Y =Xp+Zu+E

where Yis the data vector, p and v are vectors of
fixed and random effects respectively, X and Z are
the fixed and random effect design matrices and E is
the unknown random error vector. The realized E and
v are have assumed to be uncorrelated and have ex-
pectation 0 and variance-covariance matrices G and
R respectively. As a result : the variance-covariance
matrix for Y is V = ZGZ’ + R. Rather than least
squares: maximum likelihood or restricted maximum
likelihood is used to obtain estimates for G and R .
Using these estimated covariance matrices: solutions
to the mixed model equations are:

P=( )x+-1x -*-ly

D = kZ’$qY  - xp,

No random effects (i.e. elimination of Z and v
and R = 0~1 leaves one with the linear fixed effects
model for the mean. In the mixed model. indepen-
dence among the elements of e is not required and one
can model the covariance structure of the data Y by
specifying a particular form for R or G. Flexibility
in the possible covariance structure is a strength of
the mixed model (particularly for repeated measure-
ments on subjects). but this feature is not the focus
of this paper.

Inclusion of the random effect vector u implies a
sampling distribution for the fitted random effects.
These effects may consist of treatment factors or con-
tinuous covariates. In analysis of covariance or mul-
tisource regression models both types of effects are
present. The estimated G matrix of the mixed model
will contain the variance components for specified
random effects. A random coefficient model contain-
ing one random class factor and one covariate al-
lows for the linear relationship between the covari-
ate and the response to be a realization of possible
relationships due to the (possible) presence of a ran-
dom intercept and slope. In the fitting of a random
effects model. changing the elements of the random
effects vector results in a change in the observed log
likelihood. Since one model is contained within an-
other, this allows one to evaluate the importance of
the deleted random effect. Modelling of the random
effects or covariance structure is generally done while
specifying a complete model for the mean (Wolfin-
ger(1993)) and hence all fixed effects are present.

Fitting a multisource regression model in SAS will
be reviewed. Using PROC MIXED to fit a random
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slopes model in a coastal fisheries application is pre-
sented and discussed.

2. Model fitting options in SAS

Prior to introduction of PROC MIXED:  a multi-
source regression (or analysis of covariance) model
was generally performed in either PROC GLM or
PROC REG. In PROC GLM, treatment factors (in-
cluded in CLASS statements) can be fixed or random
effects while covariates are assumed to be fixed. In-
clusion/exclusion of an interaction between a covari-
ate and a random treatment factor tests a homoge-
neous slopes hypothesis for that particular regressor.
In PROC REG, one can equivalently define indica-
tor variables for the treatment factor and all effects
are considered fixed. Expected mean squares are pro-
vided for effects specified in the RANDOM statement
and appropriate testing can be performed by careful
examination of the expected mean squares and use
of a TEST statement. However. these random effects
are still considered fixed in the PROC GLM model
fit. Neither GLM or REG allows for random slopes.
Allowing a realized coefficient to be an observation
from a distribution of potential slopes is now possi-
ble through PROC MIXED. To fit a random slopes
model one may include a random treatment factor
and its interaction in the RANDOM statement or de-
fine a random intercept and covariate in which the
subject is specified as a random treatment factor (a
formulation more commonly seen in repeated mea-
sures applications).

Automatic model selection procedures such as
BACKWARD. FORWARD, STEPWISE, RSQUARE
are available in PROC REG which are not available in
PROC GLM. The methodology for analysis of resid-
uals: influential points and predicted values has been
thoroughly researched and included in the REG pro-
cedure (options such as CLI:  INFLUENCE: P: R) and
the GLM procedure (e.g. COOK D! H! PRESS: PRE-
DICTED) For either of these procedures, R* or an
adjusted R* is a classical check of the model’s ade-
quacy for explaining variation in the response.

In the newer PROC MIXED: the available options
for model fitting and model checking are not as ex-
tensive and one must refit for each new combination
of effects. Modelling for the mean structure is gener-
ally done after the random effects modelling has been
done with the fixed effects included. Likelihood ratio
tests can be performed for hierarchical models (as in
the application below) while the Akaike Information

Criterion (AIC), (Akaike,l974:  Bozdogan 1987) and
Schwartz’s Bayesian criterion (SBC). (Schwartz.1978:
Wolfinger 1993). 0 ne must be careful in model fit-
ting with REML, however: as it is possible for one to
add terms and get a worse fit using the restricted log
likelihood.

3. Application

3.1 Background

Variability in the distribution of shrimp larvae
along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico is of consider-
able interest to fisheries scientists. The life-history of
the brown shrimp Farfantepenaeus aztecus includes
a period of juvenile estuarine residence that begins
when postlarvae gain access to estuarine systems via
tidal passes. The abundance of postlarvae near shore
in the northwestern Gulf is considered to be a func-
tion of a variety of factors which include the interac-
tion of longshore current and eddies. circulation pat-
terns: and other environmental factors. In another
study, (Benfield and Aldrich, 1992). postlarvae were
absent at one sampling site but found in abundance
in another location separated by only a few kilome-
ters or at the same location several hours later. This
finding motivated more interest in the relationship
between postlarvae abundance and relevant environ-
mental factors. Four equidistant sampling sites off
Galveston Island. Texas were randomly chosen as rep-
resentative areas along the coast. Four replicate sam-
pling tows were done on three days of four consecutive
weeks at each of the four sites

3.2 Preliminary Investigation

Due to the small number of sites and their straight
line configuration, a spatial covariance structure was
not investigated. Correlation between counts on con-
secutive days was not anticipated and the relationship
between the shrimp count and turbidity. water tem-
perature: air temperature. salinity and oxygen con-
centration was investigated with week and day effects
also included.

Exploratory analysis of the shrimp count by site
revealed a large variance to mean ratio which sug-
gested that a Poisson model would be inappropriate.
Transformation of the raw counts as well as flow den-
sity (count per tow in volume per cubic meter) were
then considered for modelling. Probability plots (via
PROC UNIVARIATE ) revealed that the distribution
of the natural logarithm of the count density (shrimp
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per cubic meter) was close to normal.

Site was included as a random effect while day and
week were included as fixed effects in a multisource
regression model in PROC MIXED. Including site as
a random effect implies an overall random level (in-
tercept) for each site. Random slopes which allow for
a different relationship between the response and a
given covariate were included by specifying random
effects for interactions of these regressors with site.

In other words, we’re testing whether there is indeed
variability in the turbidity slope when these sites are
considered as a random sample of possible sites. Since
a model without the random interaction term is con-
tained within model (1):  testing is possible through a
likelihood ratio test. Deleting this random effect and
refitting gives the following output:

node1 Fitting Information for LDEBSITY

3.3 Modelling Example Description Value

For illustration. consider the following modelling
sequence. Evidence of a relationship between the
mean level of the transformed count density and tur-
bidity (e.g. via PROC REG: GLM or MIXED) has
been observed and the strength of the relationship is
different for each site. Site is now to be investigated as
random and a turbidity effect or slope is specified as a
random effect through its interaction with site. Both
are included in the random statement. Suppose also
that we want to control for the effect of week to week
variation in the mean of the transformed response.
Week is included as a fixed effect in the model state-
ment. With ldensity representing the natural log of
the count density, the following SAS code performs
the fit:

proc mixed method=ml;
class week site ;
model ldensity = week ;
random site site*turbid;
run ;

(1)

The resulting SAS output is:

Observations 189.0000
Log Likelihood -350.743
Akaike's Information Criterion -352.743
Schwarz's  Bayesian Criterion -355.985
-2 Log Likelihood 701.4864

Tests of Fixed Effects

Source BDF DDF Type III F Pr > F

MEEK 3 182 3.44 0.0180

The likelihood ratio test performed by considering
twice the difference of the observed log-likelihood and
the observed log-likelihood for model (1) is significant
(6.45:~ < .025 as approximate XT)  and hence we keep
the random slope term in the model. Testing the ran-
dom site effect is essentially testing variability of an
intercept or the overall level of the mean transformed
response by site for this random sample of possible
sites. Deleting this term from the original model gives
the following SAS output:

node1 Fitting Information for LDEISITY

Description Value

Observations 189 .OOOO
Log Likelihood -347.520
Akaike's Information Criterion -350.520
Schaarz's Bayesian Criterion -355.383
-2 Log Likelihood 695.0408

node1 Fitting Information for LDEBSITY

Description Value

Observations 189.0000
Log Likelihood -354.800
Akaike's Information Criterion -356.800
Schaarz's  Bayesian Criterion -360.042
-2 Log Likelihood 709.6010

Tests of Fixed Effects Tests of Fixed Effects

Source BDF DDF Type III F Pr > F Source IDF DDF Type III F Pr > F

UEEK 3 178 2.79 0.0418 UEEK 3 181 3.43 0.0184

To check the significance of the random interaction
term site*turbid,  we are testing whether LT$,“~*,~  = 0.

The likelihood ratio test with comparison to model
(1) is very significant (p < .002 approximately XT )
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and hence this random intercept term also remains
in the model. Week was included while random ef-
fects modelling was performed so that the mean re-
sponse was modelled fully while modelling the vari-

_ ante. Investigation of the relationship between the
class factor week and the mean response is still pos-
sible although no fixed effect remains on the right
hand side of the model. The resulting output gives a

I log-likelihood which (in the presence of these random
effects) also indicates a significant effect of week on
the mean transformed response.

3.4 Final Model

More formal modelling was conducted with all vari-
ables included. Random terms for site by day and site
by week were part of the original full model but three-
way interactions between variables were not specified.
Maximum likelihood was used to estimate the effects
and variance components in all subequent modelling
All fixed and random effects were initially included
in a full completely saturated model giving the most
complete structure possible for the mean. Sequential
dropping of random effect terms (site and interac-
tions with site) was performed first in the presence
of the fixed effects. With significant random effects
determined, sequential elimination of fixed effects in
PROC MIXED was conducted. All submodel  testing
was done via likelihood ratio tests.

Even with only four sites. significance of the ran-
dom effect site was not unexpected. The other sig-
nificant random effects were the interactions of sites
with day, site with week and site with turbidity. The
random site by turbidity interaction effect (as in the
illustrative example) gives evidence that the relation-
ship between the count density and turbidity will vary
depending on the selected sites.

Turbidity also played an important role in mod-
elling of the mean with significance observed for the
interactions of turbidity with temperature and salin-
ity (main effect of turbidity also present). There was
no day effect but all other main effects were signifi-
cant as well as interactions between water tempera-
ture and oxygen level as well as salinity and oxygen
level.

Code for the final model was as given below:

proc mixed method = ml;
class day week site ;
model ldensity = week turbid temp stamp salt

oxygen turbid+temp turbid*salt
ntemp*oxygen  salt*oxygen  /p ;

random site site*day  siteweek  siteaturbid  ;
make 'predicted' out = prd noprint;

The final value for -2*(log-likelihood)  was 591.65.
considerably better than the 695.04 of the illustrative
model (1) presented above. To further evaluate the
model: a pseudo R* was computed. The model sum
of squares was taken to be SSTOT  - SSE’ where
SSTOT  is the total corrected sum of squares for the
transformed response. SSE* = c;(yi - jl)’ and yi is
the i’t h element of the vector X/3 + Zti.  Hence these
predicted values & use the estimated fixed effects p
and the estimated random effects ti. The pseudo R*
was 0.67 and the adjusted value was 0.63. Explaining
this much of the variability in a response is considered
quite good in fisheries research.

4. Discussion

The inclusion of random slope coefficients in mod-
elling was very important in this coastal fisheries ap-
plication. Although site could be included in GLM
as a random (intercept) effect : allowing the relation-
ships between the response and predictors to vary
could only be achieved in SAS via PROC MIXED.
A site-specific model has much more limited scope
and hence this capability will be advantageous in
many applications which have continuous covariates
observed at the levels of random factors. In this ap-
plication modelling with PROC MIXED was quite
effective in explaining a response such as shrimp den-
sity which is affected by many other variables not
considered.

The fitted model via maximum likelihood and like-
lihood ratio tests appears adequate. However. further
model evaluation is desired. The pseudo R2 devel-
oped was computed to have a regression-type stan-
dard available for consultation. The traditional er-
ror sum of squares is not the sole representation of
randomness in the model . The SSE* used above
does not give an indication of deviation from the fit-
ted model as the realized coefficient(s) give only one
possible realization of an estimated response. The
interpretation of residual analysis which includes the
random effects is unclear. Further research into ap-
propriate diagnostic tools is needed.
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